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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Terms of Reference

At the outset of the study it was understoodthat the Terns of
Referenceincludedestimatesof demand, evaluation.ofsources of supply,
and engineeringof -methodsof transferringwater from source to demand
centre.
During the field visit it became apparentthat.estimatesof demand
and engineeringaspectswere being coveredby Charter ConsolidatedLtd.
and ConstructorsJohn Brown Ltd. respectively. However, the scope of
the evaluationof sources of supply proved to be more extensive than had
been assumedpreviously.
This Report is thereforeconcernedwith the hydro-geologicalaspects
of sources of supply covering:
an examinationof the availabledocumentationof the
area,
a regional reconnaissanceof resources and the general
mechanismwhich controlthem,
the taking of water samples for analysis,
the establishmentof the most favourableareas which
may be the subject of study in Stage 2;
the preparationof detailedplans for Stage 2.
1.2 Method of Study

Work in Stage 1 has involvedthe followingpersonnel:
Project Engineer
Hydro-geologicalAdviser
Hydrologist
Water ResourceConsultant
The Project-Engineer,Hydro-geologicalAdviser and Hydrologist
visited Algeria from 22nd March to 1st April 1977. Two ,fieldtrips
were carried out from the SORAREMbase camp at Tamanrasset:
to the principalpotentialwater supply source,
namely the extensiVesandstoneaquifer of the
Tin-Seririnebasin,
to the mines at Abankor;and.Timgaouine,returning :
to Tamanrassetvia;Siletand Abalessa.
Discussionswere held with SONAREM in Algiers.
An itinerary of the visit to Algeria is included as Appendix A.
CHAPTER 2

CATCHMENTCHARACTERISTICSAND CLIMATE
2.1 Topographyand DrainagePattern

As shown on the locationplan (FigureNo. 1) the mining prospects
aresituated about 250 km southwestof the central mountain core of the
Hoggar. These mountains,which rise to 2700 metres, form •amajor water-
shed.aroundwhich a system of radial drainagehas developed. Timgaouine-
Abankor lies close to an importantwatershedseparating basins draining
westwards into the Tanezrouftfrom basins dischargingsouthwards into
the River Niger.
The broad drainagepattern of the Hoggar is also shown on Figure
No. 1. The high mountainousarea is cf relativelylimited extent and is
centred 'uponthe basalt massif of the Atakor. Tamanrasset,the principal
town of the Hoggar, has a general elevationof about 1400 metres although
isolatedpeaks nearby rise-to over 1900 metres. The 1000 m contour marks
the approximatelimit of low level mountainousrocky terrain; below this -
elevationthe drainage systems open out, the ground •reliefbecomes more
subdued and a fairly extensivealluvial cover is developed. The mine has an
elevationof about 650 metres with the land falling gently away •tothe west
and to the south.
The general pattern of drainage and the catchment configurations
southwardsfrom the Hoggar are controlledto a large extent by the geology.
In the central area shown on Figure No. 1 major faulting and a strong
north-southgeologicallineationhas led to the developmentof long, narrow
drainagebasins with small headwater areas in the Hoggar. The Wadis
Ighaghar,ZSzir, Tin Amzi and in part the Wadi Tamanrassetfall into this
category. Drainagewestwards from the Hoggar to the Tanezrouft has
developedthrough broader--catdhmentswith larger headwater areas in the
higher mountains. The boundary between the westward and south-westward
drainingwadis and the southerlydisdhargingcatchments of the central
zone coincideswith a major structuralcontact in the crystallinePre-
Cambrianbasement. The Abankor mine lies close to this major north-south
contactwhere river capturehas occurreddiverting the Wadi Tamanrasset
from the southerlydrainingsystem to the Tanezrouft.
Drainagein the eastern Hoggar is concentratedwithin the single large
systethof the Wadi Tin Tarabinewhich dischargessouth-eastwardseventually
to flow into the River Niger in Mali. This wadi crosses a large basin of
sedimentaryrocks resting unconformablyupon the Pre-Cambriancrystalline
basement some 250 km east of Abankor. The western margin of this
sedimentarybasin of Tin Seririneis near to the catchment divide between
the Wadi Tin Tarabine and the most easterlyof the southerly draining
narrow wadis.
On the asgumptionthat it is the higher areas of the Hoggarwhith
receive most rainfall-andthus generatethe runoff whith promotesz.echarge
to any aquifers,then the distributionof the headwater areas with altitude
is a first indicationof the water resourcespotential of the various.wadis.
Table No. 1 shows the-sub-divisioninto altitude ranges above 1000 metres
for the catchmentsin the vicinity of the mine. -Thereare significant
differencesbetween,the.Vatious*thoffipttentials,with those wadisfurthest
from the mines (W. Abalessa and W. aghaghar) having two to four times the
headwaterareas of the Wadi Tamanrasset. ahe Wadi Tin Amzi, the Wadi Zazir
and the Wadi Tinef have virtuallyno contributingcatchment areas above about
1500 metres.
TABLE NO. 1
AREAS OF HEADWATERBY ALTITUDE RANdE
(km2)



Altitude Range (m)



>1800 
 180071400 1400-1000 >1000


WADI ABALESSA :442 707 - 2430 3579


WADI TINEF - - 428 428


WADI TAMANRASSET 136 427 971 1534


WADI TIN AMZI - 127 516 643


WADI ZAZIR - 78 1341 1419
WADI IGHAGHAR '538 1306 1613 3457
Wadi Tin Tarabine is probably comparableto Wadi Ighaghar so far
as altitude ranges is concerned,but lack of completemap coverage
prevented a detailed assessment.
The above topographicinformationprovides a first indication that
the more distant catchmentswill generatemore frequent and larger
volumes of runoff than those close to the mine. Undergroundwater supplies
in the Wadi IMiaghar,Wadi Abalessa and Wadi Tin Tarabine are likely to
be rechargedmore frequentlyand at greater distances from the:Hoggar
than thoseIn the Wadi Tamanrasset. The distributionof the,major rock .
types in the headwater areas of these three larger catchments,basalt
on the highest ground giving way to crystallinebasement at lower
elevations,suggests that they have similar potentials for generating runoff
from the rock slopes. By comparisonthe smaller catchments.of'TinAmzi
and Zazir have no basalt areas. During our field survey the.appearance
of the wadis in the vicinity:61:Siletsuggestedthat the basalt areas
generatedmore runoff than similarbasement areas. If this is the case
then the Wadis Tin Amzi and Zazir have an even lower potential for runoff
than is indicatedby elevationaland areal considerationsalone.
2.2 Rainfall

The extreme aridity of the area hardly needs emphasising. 7The
Idrotacneco and Burgeap reportsmake slightlydifferent interpretations
of the rainfall data. Annual rainfallon the highest ground of the Hoggar
is given as 100 mm by Idrotecheco but is shown as only 60 mm in the
Burg;ap study. In both studies the annual rainfall at Timgaouine-Abankor
is reportedto be less than 10 mm. These varying views regarding the
amounts of average annual rainfallon the highest ground are not too
importantto this study. It is the intensity,duration andAiStribution,
of individualrainstormswhich is significant:
1The various Sonarem publicationsprovided are listed in Appendix B.
Throughoutthis study these reports are referred to in abbreviated
form by referenceto the cooperatingagency.
Rain falls mainly during the summer in the southern Sahara. The
pattern of wind circulationis such that the air masses reaching the
area at this time have experiencedreasonablylong trajectoriesover the
southernAtlantic Ocean. However the mere presence of moist air is in
itself insufficientto produce precipitation,for some triggeringmechanism
such as topographicascent, convectionmrifrontal and convergencezone-___:
instabilitiesis needed to produce condensationand ultimatelyprecipita-
tion. The extremelyhigh temperaturesover the area in the summer accentuate
the problem-andthe'need-for a triggeringmechanism is very great before
condensationtakes place.
Rainfallin the Hoggar is thereforecharacterisedby occasional,short,
often very intense storms which can cover large areas. In general over 90%
of the storms observedhave durationsof lessthan 2 hours. Although over
70% of the annual rainfalloccurs between May and September-ths.variability
of the rainfall from year to year, and fromAmonth:tomonth'Sithina given
year is very high. For example the Tamanrassetrecord •rom 1931 to 1974
shows variationsin annual rainfall from 170 mm to 1 mm with an overall
mean of-46 mm.
The annual rainfalldata for stationswithin the Hoggar show evidence
for the existenceof a relationshipbetween rainfall and elevation,but
vehenon-,availabiiityffofzrecentdataand the naturelmf_theltemporal
distributionof rainfallmake the form of this relationship difficult to
define. There appearsto be a tendancyfor higher rainfall in the northern
and western areas'ofthe Hoggar and for somewhat lower rainfalls at .similar
elevationsin the headwatersof the wadis draining southwards toward the
mine.
It has not been possible to adopt a quantitativeapproach and develop
assessmentsof rainfallvolumes for the catchmentsof major interest.
Isohyetalmaps are availableonly for two storms in 1964 (Idrotecneco)and
unfortunatelyonly one of these had a distributionwhich might have resulted
in runoff within the principal area of this study. However, in order to
emphasiseYtherelativeimportanceof the various catchments we have
estimatedthe approximaterainfallvolumes for the October 1964 storm
(TableNo'.2). This storm probablybad a fairly uniform rainfall
distributionrelativeto the headwaterelevations,producing 35 mm Above
1800 metres and 20 mm between 1400 and 1800 metres. Examination of the
Tamanrassetmonthly rainfalldata suggeststhat many years produce a storm
of similar proportions. The period between November 1969 and September 1974
is the longest intervalwithout such an event since records began in 1931.
TABLE No. 2

RAINFALLVOLUMES 16-18 OCTOBER 1964
(millionm3)


AltitudeRange (m)
Total
Volume
18001800-1400


WADI ABALESSA 15.414.1 29.5


WADI TINEF 00 0


WADI TAMANRASSET 4.88.5 13.3


WADI TIN AMZI 02.5 2.5


WADI HAZIR 01.6 1.-6


-WADIIGHAGHAR 18.826.0 44.8
As :in:Table No. 1, Wadi Tin Tarabine is probably comparableto
Wadi Ighaghar.
2.3 Runoff
Lack of informationconcerningrunoff distribUtionand volume is the
most Obvious gap in the data record compiledduring the past seven years.
Discussion of surface flow must thereforebe largely qualitativealthough
we have used our detailedknowledge of anothermountainous arid area to
gauge the poSsible dimensionsof runoff volumes.
A summary of runoff conditionsis given by Burge-ap. They suggest
that in most years surface flow occurs in the upper 30-40 km of the drainage
network reaching for example as far as Tamanrasset. More widespread runoff
normally follows exceptionallyheavy rains and Burg;ap suggest than on average
dbout one storm every 25 years might be capable of producing runoff in the
Wadi Tamanrassetat Abankor. It is difficultto comment objectivelyupon
these interpretationsas supportingevidenceis not provided and the
analysismay well be based upon local information. In our experience,
local informationof this nature often proves to be unreliable.
Bearing in mind the catchmentarea and elevation observations,it is
perhaps surprisingto find that the Wadi Tamanrasset is shown by purg;ap
•o be as responsiveto runoff as the Wadi Abalessa and the Wadi Ighaghar.
We would have expected more frequentand more extensive runoff in these
larger catchments. Nevertheless,we,would agree that runoff and hence
rechargeof any aquifersdm the -vdcinityof Abankor is a Tare.-avent.
Developmentof local groundwatersupplies must therefore depend on large
undergroundstorages and natural replehishdentcannot be relied on within
the planned lifespan.ofthe mine.
From studies we have made into runoff volumes and streamflow distribu-
tion in Northern Oman ,-weastimate that runoff from the Hoggar is likely
to be about 15-25 percent of the rainfallvolume. Unfortunately,we are unable:—
to apply our Oman model furtherto the Hoggar due to important geomorphological
differencesbetween the two areas and lack of rainfall data.
The problem is largely concernedwith assessingrunoff distribution
relativeto the size of the storm and in this respect our field survey
provided conflictingevidence. For example, channel conditions suggested
fairly active runoff in the minor wadis draining the low level basalt area
between Tamanrassetand Silet but gave little evidence of large flows in the
middle reaches of the Wadi Igharghar. Channel geometry could give rise
to short violent runoff from the basalts and to longer periods of low flow
conditionsin the larger major wadis. Alternativelyrainfall distribution
may not be simply related to elevationwith the basalt area around Silet
having unusuallyhigh rainfall.
1
Water Resourcesof Northern Oman, June 1976. Sir Alexander Gibb and
Partners in associationwith the Instituteof Hydrology.
With regard to rechargewe would considerthis as a process confined
to the wadi channels during periods of runoff. From Table No. 2 some
general idea of the relativerechargepotentialscan be gained, with
about 15-25 percent of these rainfallvolumes appearing as runoff;
however,no informationexists to show what proportion of the runoff
goes to rechargeor where such rechargeoccurs.
CHAPTER •3
GROUNDWATER
3.1 Hydrogeology 

The geology of the central Sahara is dominatedby a large inlier of
igneous and metamorphicrocks of Pre-Cambrianage. These are surrounded
by a plateau of Palaeozoic sedimentaryrocks and intruded by recent
; volcanics. The 'productsoftrosion of the Pre-Cambrianbasement are lound
throughoutthe area. Gravels and boulder beds floor the drainage dhannels
in the central Hoggar, these -alluvialdepositsbecoming progressivelyfiner
grained throughoutthe length of the wadi systems occurring as fine -sands
and silts in the lower reaches of the basins.
Groundwaterhas been shown to occur in all the major geologicalfunits.
However, there are only two-mainhydrogeologicalenvironmentscontaining
exploitableresources:
(i) A zone of weatheringin the upper layers of the Pre-Cambrian
basement. This is a complex system of water bearing strata
in hydraulic connectionwith fault zones and the alluvial
deposits of the wadi beds.
(il) A more conventionalaquifer comprisingCambro-Ordovician
sandstonesof the Palaeozoicera. These occur preserved
either in gentle depressionsin the basement or in down-
faultedblocks.
The distributionof the major hard-rock elements of the geology is
shown on Figure No. 1. Pre-Cambrianrocks form the central part of the
area of investigationaround the mine. Palaeozoic sediments are
preserved in the basin of Tin Seririne and at Tin Missaou, 200 km east
and 150 km west of Abankor respectively. They also occur 150 km,to the
south of the mine along the southernborder between Algeria and Mali.
Volcanismof Tertiary and Quaternaryage has produced large basalt areas
which form the highest ground in the Hoggar, i.e. the Atakor and the
Ta-Settefetto the north and west-Of:Tamanresset which form the head-
water areas of the drainage system.
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3.2 Groundwaterin the FissuredBasement

The crystallinePre-Cambrianbasement is divided into two groups:
the old metamorphosedcrystallineschistsof the Suggarian and the less
strotglymetamorphosedconglomeratesand quartzites of the Pharusian.
Rocks of Suggarianage occupy the centralarea where a strong geological
fabricproducedby extensivenorth-southfracture systems has given -rise
to persistentrocky ridges formingparallelwatershedsbetween wadis. A
major fracturesystem runningmorth-southpassing close to Abankor
separatesrocks of Suggarianage from Pharusian rocksighichunderlie the':
western wadis. At Abankor river capturehas occurred divertingtheflWadi
Tamanrassetto the westerly•drainingsystethfrom the area of Suggarian
rocks.
The 1973 catalogueof water sources in the Hoggar describes 30 deep
boreholesinto fissuredbasement. about 50 percent produceda'zsupplys--
althoughonly 6 yielded more than 1.0 1/sec. It is difficult to make an
objectiveassessmentof this part of the explorationprogramme; 'the
boreholesare widely scatteredand cover a wide geological range.
Geophysicswas used to locate some of thesetrial boreholes while others
are in the areas of detailedmineralprospectingand probably include
groundwaterdiscoveredincidentallyduring other exploration. Generally
the results are more favourablethan would be expected from groundwater
explorationof faultedbasement rocks.
There is one productionborehole at Abankor in faulted gabbro of
Pharusianage (Borehole15). When tested it yielded 1.4 1/sec and
suppliedthe mine for several years. It is no longer used as the source
of supply, the water is not potable and the initial yield was reported
to have declined. The borehole is located close to the point:Ot_river
capture of the Wadi Tamanrassetwhere either reCharge from Occasional
floodingor any wadi groundwatercould be intercepted. A sample of
water from this borehole has been analysedto determine deuterium (D)
and oxygen-18 (180)and concentrationscomparedwith groundwaterfrom the
wadi at Tamanrasset (AppendixC). The.isotopic concentrationsare
significantlydifferentand there is little if any modern wadi water in
the Abankorborehole.,
A chemical analysishas also been obtained (TableNo. 3). Magnesium,
chlorideand sulphate exceed the World Health Organisationrecommended
maximum permissiblelevels, the concentrationsbeing about ten times that
of recent groundwaterin the wadi. Although not determinedin the routine
chemical analysis,we have also recordedthe presence of an unusuallyhigh
concentrationof strontiumin the borehole sample. The significanceof
this is not understood,strontiumsalts are relativelyinsoluble and are
not normally found in groundwater.
Groundwaterexplorationhas also taken plece.at.Amselkaabout 40:1cm
to the north of Abankor. No records of this recent explorationare
available;however, the site waS visited daring the ileld reconnaissance
and the boreholes appear to be dry. Drillingwas in-thi-fracturesystem
of the Suggarian/Pharusianfault contact in the bed of the Wadi Tamanrasset.
Earlier reports suggestedAmselka as •apotential site for a Supply to Abankor
and the locationwas an obvious choice for exploration. Failure to find
groundwaterat such a favourablesite emphasisesthe difficulty of providing
suppliesof any magnitude fromthese fracturesystems. In our view
further general explorationis not justified,as possibly only one major
explorationsite in five can be expectedto yield a maximum of 1 1/sec.
However, small groundwatersuppliesmight be available in the
Timgaoulne-Abankorarea. Fifteen mineral explorationboreholes have
encounteredgroundwater. They have not been teSt pumped,the quality is
unknown, and we were unable to determinethe source of the water. Details
of the sites are given in Table No. 4 which also shows the depths at which
groundwaterwas encountered. The Hichem and Daira Nord data are sufficiently
consistentto warrant test pumping to obtain samples for water quality and
to give an indicationof yield.
TABLE NO: 3
"CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF WATER SAMPLE'FROM
"BOREHOLE 15 ABANKOR
• This sample shows faint opalescencewith a slight deposit but is
free from colour after filtration. The reaction is on_the alkaline
side of neutrality and the water is excessivelyhard in character. The
amount of mineral and saline'constitUents__in-Solutionis above World
Health-OrganizationInternationalStandardsfor -drinkingwater maximum
permissiblelevel of 1500 mg/l. The water also contains an excessive
amount of nitrate. Apart from minute traces of iron and manganese and
a very small trace of zinc metals•ere not detected.
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TABLE NO. 3 Continued

• CHEMICALANALYSIS OF WATER SAMPLE FROM
BOREHOLE 15 - AHANKOR
RESULTS IN MILLIGRAMMESPER LITRE
Appearance.FP.W..-PP14PPFPPFP.9)-:4119. . 24-911P.PPP9Pkt. P.PPRIgilge 

.......................
Colour (Hazen).. Odour .............. .... ..... F??.
..... ..13.4.Free Carbon Dioxide ..
Electrical Conductivity 	 2230 Dissolved Solids dried at 1800C 	 1700 
ReciprocalMegohms (Micro-Siemens)
per cm. at 20°C.
400 92 
Chlorine in Chloride 	 Alkalinityas Ca CO3
86092 
Carbonate Non-carbonate.7f.P.
52 Total Organic Carbon 	
approx. 0  01. ,
..-PermanganateValue
4 hrs. at 27°C
.... • • • • ....... • • • •
AlbuminoidNitrogen 	
t.07.23 enIron  0 Zinc  0 	 Copper Absent AbsLead 	 Manganese .9i9P.
_
Not detected, <0.001Cadmium 	 Fluorine in Fluoride  0.3  Silica  35
("absent"refers to a detectionlimit of 0.03 of each metal unless otherwise
stated)
MINERAL ANALYSIS (afterfiltrationif necessary) (thilligrammesper litre


mg/1
Cations
me/1


mg/1
Anions
me/1
and millequivalentsper
litre)
Ca 155 7.75 *CO3 55 1.83 Calcium Carbonate 
 92 1.83

Mg 115 9.45 so4
480 10.00 Calcium Sulphate 
 403 5 92 

Na 215 9.35 
 Cl 400 11.28 Magnesium Sulphate 
 246 4.08


	 11 0.28 
 NO3 229 .3.72 Magnesium Chloride 
 256 5.37




Sodium Chloride 
 345 5.92?





Sodium Nitrate 
 292 3.44





Potassium Nitrate 
 28 O.8 





Silica 
 35


Total


26.8


26.8

 1697


26.8 

-*(Usuallypresent as bicarbonate)
Hardness as Ca CO3:Total 	
Nitrogen in Nitrate
Nitrogen in Nitrite
less than 0.05AmmoniacalNitrogen 	 ResidualChlorine ..
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TABLE NO. 4
GROUNDWATERIN MINERAL BOREHOLESAT TIMG'AOUINE-ABANKOR

Location and
BoreholeReference
Depth of intercepted*
water (m)
Subsequent-depth*
to.water (m)
Hichem


1422 64.5 67.5
C14 70.3 51.4
C13 52.7 52.3
B14 70 52.9
we 68 53.0
Daira Nord


X25


95
X19 81 60.5
A19 83 60.5
Al3 60.8


A7 87


Abankor Nord


F38 BO


F34 51


F18 .84


F14 40-50


F10 49


* Depths relate tolobreholeSinclined at 700.
3.3 Groundwaterin AlluvialDeposits and the Weathered Basement

2ziimportant aquifer system has been identifiedin the alluvial
depositsof the Wadi channelsand in an underlyingzone of weathered
Pre-Cambrianrocks. The maximum thicknessof the system is abott 40 M,
the depth to water table increasesaway from the Hoggar while the
saturatedthickness decreases.
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This aquifer system is the traditionalsource of water supply for the
villages and towns of the Hoggar. Foggera are found where groundwater
is availablefrom the alluvialdeposits,and supplies have been developed
largely through this means as far downstreamas Tamanrasset and Abalessa,
groups of up to eight foggeraprovidingsupplies for a village with
individualfoggeraproviding up to a maximum of about 30 1/sec in the
Madiabalessa. Wells become a more importantsourcemf supplyInither'from
-themountains,wherethe alluvialgroundwater1SrlesfleliablefiLdeveloping
_
.
-deeper_storages:Inthe :veathere&basement.
This is a system of great complexity. Extensive tractsmf water
bearing alluvialdepositsdo not-occur-inthe area. The agnifer system is
containedlargelywithin the low ground of the major wadi channels and
in small basins of weatheredbasement in minor weals,.and there is strong
evidence to.showthat hydraulic continuitydoes not exist throughouta
basin. For example the wadis Abalessa and Tamanrasset contain readhes of
narrow rocky gorges with little alluviumand probably little depth of
weathered basementmhiCh-eeparatethe headwaterend foothill areas from the
more distant parts of the catchmentsbelow an elevation of about 1000 m.
The gorges mark the limit of the downstreamdevelopment of the main villages
with the resourcesof the aquifer system upstream of the constrictionsbeing -
reserved for village development.
Explorationfor groundwaterdownstreamof the villages has occurred in
the past,sevenyears. About 40 boreholeshave been constructed,mainly in
Wadi Channelsat six main sites, followingextensive geophysicalexploration.
Unfortunatelymost of this detailedwork has been at sites about 150 km
from Abankor.
However, Burgeap have made an extensive analysis of the test pumping
results to develop a semi-quantitativemodel of the general aquifer
potentialwhich has a broad applicabilityto all the wadis draining
southwardsfrom the Hoggar. They concludethat groundwater flow across
the 900 m contour is a few 10's of 1/sec per kilometre of aquifer width.
They also considerthe extent Of the exploitableresources for two major
aquifer configurations:
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Ai) a broad wadi valley, 200 m wide with 10 m of aquifer
(ii) a shallow basin of weatheredbasement extending over
several hundred km2.
and concludethat abstractionof 1 m3/hour from shallow wells at 1 or
2 km spacingwould exhaust the groundwaterresourceswithin a period
of five years unless rechargeoccurredfrom a major runoff event.
The Burg;ap analysisis probably optimisticin its approach. The
'Laquiferpropertiesare realisticestimatesbut the extent of the aquifer
bodies used in their analysisare in oux opinion unlikely to occur
except at a few particularlyfavourablesites. Even so Burgiap dismiss
the aqifer as a potential source of supply in the general vicitity of
Abakor, as in broad terms it wou/d require 200 wells over an,area of
severalhundred km2 to provide'5,000m3/day for the mine. We support this
conclusion;large-scaleexploitationof the aquifer system must depend upon
a knowledgeof the amount, distributionand trequency of recharge, and
none of these factors are presentlyknown, or could be made known in the
short term.
3.4 Groundwaterin the Cambro-OrdovicianSandstones
Several areas of Lower Palaeozoicrocks of the Tassilian series occur
in the vicinityof Abankor. By far the largest is the Tin Seririne
synclinalbasin some 200 km east of Abankor which covers about 30,000 km2
within Algeria (seeFigure No. 1). The lowest formation is mainly sandstone
of Cambro-Ordovicianage, over 400 m thick and overlain by 300-400 m of
Silurianshales and Devonian sandstonesthroughoutmost of the basin. The
axis of the syncline is north-south.
Around the margin of the synclineexploratorydrilling is proving
groundwaterin the sandstonesat outcrop and beneath a cover of Silurian.
Informationfrom 32 explorationboreholesand 21 air-liftpumping tests
have clearlyestablishedthe importanceof this aquifer,but only at three
sites (InAtei, In Ebeggui and In Azaoua). Explorationis still in progress
and approximately40 more boreholeshave been drilled between the three
originalsites but no detailedinformationis availablebeyond the general
indicationthat all have proved groundwaterin exploitablequantities.
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Data from In Atei, In Ebeggui and In Azaoua have been used to predict->
the groundwaterpotential of the whole basin in the Sonarem-Idrotecnico
and Burg;ap reports. However,despitebroadly similar approaches,these
two studies have arrived at very differentpredictionsof the consequences
of relatively small abstractionsof groundwater. The Sonarem-Idrotecnico
study concludesthat drawdownsof up to 100 m could develop around well fields
after only five years of operation at a basin abstractionrate of 19,000
_
m3/day. Burgeap on the other hand predict drawdownsof only.20 m after
20 years.with a similar abstractionrate and pattern.
While the Sonarem-idrotecnicoanalysis Suggests that considerable
caution is needed in the developmentOf the aquifer and that large risks,
may be associatedwith long-termAbstraction,the Burgeap analysis suggests
that a plentiful supply is availablewith few risks attached to the develop-
ment of groundwaterfor Abankorat a rate of about 5,000 mS/day even from a
single closely spaced wellfield.
Both studieshave used mathematicalmodels to examine the supply
potential,both start from common ground in terms of the basic information
and both share broad conceptsregardingthe nature of the aquifer system.
However, there are iMportantdifferencesin the detail of the models and
in the interpretationof certain data which have led to the different results.
We have dhosen to examine only the most importantareas of difference and
to use new informationwe have obtainedregarding the characteristicsof
the aquifer to propose how exploitationof the groundwaterresources should
develop.
3.4.1 Borehole yields and aquiferproperties.
Yields from individualwells are promising, giving from
1 1/sec to about 20 1/sec for depressionsin water level
to 50 m. Specificcapacitiesvary from 0.1 l/sec/m to about
0:6 l/sec/m. However, analysisof the pumping test data to
derive aquifer propertiesis rather subjectiveas the.tests-
were conductedusing air-lift and the data are not suitable
for detailed analysis. The Idrotecnicoand Burge-alpestimates
are given in Table No. 5. Good agreementis found where
transmissivityestimateshave been Obtained for the same
borehole,but this has been possible for only three boreholes
and there are no comparativeestimatesof storage coefficient.
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TABLE NO. 5
AQUIFER PROPERTIESDERIVED FROM PUMPING TESTS
* Confinedconditions
+ Hand-dugwell
'Bothmodels used these data for steady state simulation. The
Burgeap model was based on a uniform transmissivityof 173 m2/day
throughoutthe basin with storage coefficientsof 0.005 and .0002
for water table.andconfinedconditionsrespectively. The Sonarem-
Idrotecnicomodel on the other hand adopted a uniform value for
storage coefficientthroughoutthe basin using a value appropriate
to a confinedsandstoneaquifer (probably0.0002) and transmissivities
were developedusing a differentapproach: permeabilitieswere
obtainedfrom a knowledgeof the transmissivityand thickness of
the aquifer at test sites and assignedthroughout the model network,
IDROTECNICO BURGEAP
_
STORAGEITANSMISSIVITY COEFFICIENT
(m2/day) (m /day)-2
TRANSMISSIVITY STORAGE
.COEFFICIENT
IN AZAOUA IH - - 173 -
_
	
5H 121 0.00002 -
	
6H 492 0.0014 518
	
7H -
- 432 - 864 0.003 - 0.007
88* 3 0.0005
-
+
IN ATEI 7 190 0.014 - -
16 1296 - -
60 1555, - 1641 0.0004 - 0.0005
	
61* 65
62 1987 0.00002 -
	
63* 674 0.0013 -
	
64* 2246 0.0004 - -
	
65* 475 - 778 0.005
	
69* - 345 - 432 0.0002 -L..0 0004
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transmissivitiesbeing calculatedaccordingto spatial and temporal
variationsin saturatedthicknessat each node during each stage
of the model run.
Both models predict similarpatterns of basin wide changes
in water level. The effects of abstractionare shown to be
transmitted-rapidlythroughoutthe basin producing small but
significantfalls in water level away 1Mom the loints of
abstractionacrossthe basin between In Atei_and In Azaoua,
the northern and southernTpartsof the .basinbeing relatively
unaffected. However,deep cones of depressionform in the
immediateVicinity of the well fields and the Sonarem-Idrotecnico
simulationpredicted falls up to 20 times greater than those of
0
'theBurgap model.
Part of the differencein drawdowncan be attributedto
somewhat lower rates of abstractionand generallyhigher values
for aquifer propertiesin the Burgeapmodel, but bearing in mind
the quality of the pumping test data both interpretationsof the
aquiferproperties are equally realistic. We 'believethe main
differencearises from the alternativemethods of dealing With
transmissivityin the models. Pumping centres are located close .
to the model boundary, apparentlyin the marginal nodes of the
Idrotecnicomodel. Boundaryeffectswill be most noticeable in
these locationsleadingto large falls in predicted levels. With-.
the Idrotecnicoapproach,where transmissivityis calculated from
permeabilityand saturatedthickness,an escallationeffect can
developwith boundary effects decreasingtransmissivityvalues
creatingabnormallylarge drawdowns. Very accurate and precise
estimatesof the startingpermeability,the saturated thickness
and the true effects of pumping on the aquifer are needed in order
to make an accurateprediction of the behaviour of the aquifer.
These are not available,althoughwe believe that it is possible
to demonstratethat the basic nature of the aquifer is probably
quite differentfrom thatanVisaged_inboth studies.
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3.4.2 ReservoirProperties
Laboratorytests were made on two samples of core from
In Atei in order to assessmatrix permeabilityas a general
guide for full productionwell design. Sample 1 is a partly
cementedmedium grained sandstone,Sample 2 a weakly cemented
coarse grained sandstone. Unfortunatelywe were unable to
determinethe geological.horizonof the samples. The
samples-werechosen as being typical examples of the cores
examinedduring visits to six of the explorationsites. 1/ba,
leguitd of thelaboratory-testsarel:qiVen-dn-Table,Ro.:':6
_
TABLE No,T6 —
_
RESERVOIR PROPERTIESFROM CORE ANALYSIS 



Grain Density
,(g/CP331
EffectivePorosity
(percent)
Intrinsic Permeability
(m/d)
SAMPLE 1 Horizontal 2.647 16.18 3.2 x 10-2
1 Vertical 2.653 15.99 5.4 x 10-2



-2SAMPLE 2 Horizontal 2.636 11.49 5.7 x 10



-2 Vertical 2.641 10.64 22.1 x 10
1 Core AnalysisLaboratory,HydrogeologicalDept. Institute of Geological
Sciences,London.
The porosity of the finer grained sandstone is rather low
due to the secondarycementingmaterial which has probably halved
the value. A porosity of 12 percent is however a fairly typical
value for a coarse sandstone. Both cores have yielded similar
results in the permeabilitytests (Nitrogengas permeameter with
gas slippage correction)but with reversedhorizontal and vertiCal
values. Laboratorytests on sandstone from good aquifers can
giVe intrinsicpermeabilitiesof up to 3,000 m/day; the very low
permeabilitiesof the samples suggest that the cementingmaterials
and the grain packing have almost totally restricted the inter= -
connectedpore space. 'Withsuch eXceptionallylow permeabilities•
zatfix_floW'in-the aquifer-isunlikely;_and_ifthese-two samples-
are truly representative-then-therecan be little.doubtthat
fissure flow is responsiblefor all groundTgatermovement.
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To emphasisethe large discrepancythat evidently exists
between transmissivityvalues derived from pumping tests and
that impliedby the laboratorytests we have determined inter-
granulartransmissivities; that is the saturated aquifer
thicknesstimes the mean horizontalpermeabilitycorrected
for a groundwatertemperatureof 250 C. The results are shown
in Table No. 7, and indicatethatimatrixflow contributesabout
1 percent of the flow impliedby the correspondingpumping test'
results.
'TABLE 

PUMPING TEST AND INTERGRANULARTRANSMISSIVITY
Althoughwe have no reason to doubt the representative
nature of the core samples submittedfor testing relative-tothe
cores inspectedin the field, we are concernedbecause we have
little informationregardingwhether these were from the whole
aqifer or were perhaps a biassed sample. No details of the
lithologiesat the cored boreholesare available,nor do we have
a measure of the true extent of secondarycementationwhich
was present in most cores we examined,although variable in amounts.
-Pumping Test
Transmissivity
(m2/d)
Saturated-
Thickness
Intergranular
Transmissivity
(m2/d)
IN AZAOUAI /E 173 c.75 3.8
5H 121 c.60 3.0
6E 492 and 518 c.92 ,4.6
IN ATEI 7 190 1.25 0.06
16 1296 50 2.5
60 1555-and1641 178 8.9
61 65 88 A.4
62 1987 69 3.5
63 674 398 19.9
65 475 and 778 90 4.5
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If the laboratorytested samples are rppresentativeof
the aquifer as a whole, then general concepts regardingthe
nature of the aquifer must be revised. Briefly, the main
points of importanceare as follows:
We understandfrom discussion-withSONAREM
that no explorationboreholeshave been
located in.major fault zones.. Much larger
pumping test transmissivitiescan therefore
be expected,the results to-date being
measure of the effect.ofjoints-orminor faults.
The storage coefficientin the unconfined zone
of the basin may well prove to be underestimated.
The matrix conditionis conducive to slow
drainage and delayed yield effects are likely.
Long-termpumping tests-willbe needed to -
establishthis but increases•inrstorage
coefficientof 1 or 2 orders of magnitude
are possible.
If fissure flow dominates,then-there is every
likelihoodthat the depth of the aquifer below
the ground-surfacethrOughOut.most-ofthe
confinedpart of the syncline is sufficient
to reduce the importanceof joint and fracture
systems. Between In Atei and In Azaoua the top
of the aquifer is at depths of 250 m 500 m
below the ground surfaceand it is .evendeeper
•in the southernpart of the basin. Transmissivity
throughoutthese deep parts of the syncline could
be considerablyless than at outcrop or beneath
shallow cover.
3.4.3 GroundwaterReserves
The exploitationof the groundwaterresources of the basin
must be planned on the assumptionthat there is little if any
rechargeto the aquifer. Rainfall is less than 10 mm/year and
little is known of the runoff in the Wadi Tin Tarabine. Very
low concentrationsof tritium have been recorded in the ground-
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water; these indicatea rechargeorigin at least 25 years ago.
No age dating has been made, but the concentrationof deuterium
and oxygen-18 in water from a borehole in the northern part of
the basin shows some resemblanceto groundwaterin LibyasoMe -
5000 to 10,000 years old (seeAppendix C).
Groundwaterexploitationwill thereforeconsist of mining
and an estimateof the potentialof the aquifer can be obtained
by calculatingthe volumes of water produced for various,amounts
of dewatering. We have chosen to use .analternativeconceptal:,
of the aquifer from thote used in the Sonarem-Idroiecnico
and Burgeap analyses. ThiSit beCause-We.believS,there=isrOo
little data to assume a continuousaquifer throughoututhsbasin,
-particularly-asthe deeper parts beneath Silurian and-DeVonian
rocks have yet to be drilled.
Figure No. 2 shows in diagrammaticform our interpretation
of the aquifer system. Natural groundwaterflow in response-to
the regionalhydraulic gradientmay well prove to be concentrated
-alongthe eastern and western boundaries of the syncline, and the
top of the aquiferhaving a depth of 250 m below ground level has
been taken to be the likely limit of the production unit. The
western edge of:the synclinebetween In Atei and In Ebeggui is
particularlyaffectedby this structural interpretationand here
the sourcearea for a supply to Abankor is limited to a narrow
strip some 20 km wide comprisinga 10 km wide water tablnonsand
a 10 km wide confinedaquifer zone.
In Table No. 8 we have calculatedthe groundwateryieldipf
the 20 km wide aquifer strip tUhriingfrom In Atei_to-In,Ebeggui,
and also the yield cf -anarea extending60,kM-northof-in;Ebeggui
over a width of 30-3cm.Wethavsassumed alternativeestimates:for the
storage coefficientsin thesezones, accepting the Burg;ap data
to obtain an upper estimatebut using lower estimates to arrive
et a lower, more cautiousassessmentof the groundwater availability.
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TABLE NO. 8
EFFECTS OF M/NING GROUNDWATER
IA In Atei to In Ebeggui North of In Ebeggui
Assumption:- _B.urgeap Cautious -IBurgeap Cautious


12 1•2 a2 12
Coefficientof Storage 0.0050.0002* 0.0010,0005 0.0050.0002 0.00050.0002
Area (km2) 300600 300 -600 6001200 6001200
Yield per metre drawdown



(millioncubic metres) 1.500.12 0.300.30 3.00.24 0;300;24
Total yield per m drawdown:



(millionctibicmetres) 1:62 0:60 3.24 0.54
DrawdownTer year (metres)
'At5,000 m3/day 1.1 3.0 0.6 3;3
At7,000 m3/day 1.7 4.5 0.8 5.0
At 10,000m3jday 2.3 ,6.2 1.1 6.9
1 Water table conditions
2 Confined conditions
* In this instancewe considerthe Burgeap figure to be over-cautious
The results serve to illustratethe importanceof precise
estimatesof storage in this form of approach. The alternative
assupptionsproduce •athreefolddifferencein the predicted effect
of abstractingfrom In Atei and a sixfold.differenceat In Ebeggui.
Selectionof the -storagecoefficientvalues is subjective as the
air-liftpump tests have not provided any definitive data. tie
beleive it prudent thereforeto take a deliberatelycautions
approachand we have not consideredthe effects of delayed yield,
nor have we acceptedthe most favourableestimates of storage
coefficient.
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At this stage of planning a supply for Abankor we must accept
the largest estimatesfor dewatering. The results of mining
groundwaterat rates of 5000 m3/day, 7500 m3/day and 10 000 m3/day
from the aquiferbetween In Atei and In Ebeggui are given in Table
No. 8; over a period of 20 years average,waterlevels could fall
by up to 60 m, 90 m and 124 m respectively. The .averageaquifer
thicknessin this area is probably about 250 m and at the highest
rate of abstractionwe are thus predicting a dewateringof half Of
the aquifer. This representsan unreasonablerisk when there is no
data concerningproduction zoneS. A supply of 750fl3/day is
prObablythe maximum that can be contemplatedat this stage without
considering-thepossible developmentof the aquifer both to the,
north and south of In Ebeggui.
Broad guide lines can be establishedfor the more.detailed
planning of a well field. If fissure flow is responsiblefor
groundwatermovement in the aquifer then production wells must be
sited in fault.zones. It is obvious from the ,repotts.We-have:studied_
_
that the synclineis structurallycomplex and that extensiveN-S faulting
occurs. Unfortunatelyno details of the geophysicalexploration
or ofzthe geologicalinterpretationof such data have been made
available. However, the optimum siting for a well field and the
numberand dispositionof the productionboreholes can probably
be determinedfrom existing detailedinformationheld by SONAREM.
Evaluationof this data should be the first step in a Stage 2 study.
Productionyields of 15 1/sec (1300m3/day) can be expected
from the fault zones. Borehole spacing is difficult to assess as
this will depend on the nature and distributionof the faulting. It
would be prudent to assume that it may be necessary for boreholes
to be spread along the margin of the basin for up to 60 km.
In conclusion-wecomment upon the selectionof In Atei as a
source of supply for Abankor. It appears to have been chosen
_
because test pumping has indicatedthe best aquifer properties
at the site. This may be because of the proximity of the test
boreholesto faulting. If there is a depth effect to the confined
parts of the basin then the area to the north of In Ebeggui where
the aquifer is relativelyshallow,over a large area would be a better
locationfor a well field. Stage 2 studies must be directed toward
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a detailed structuralinterpretationof the whole western
margin of the syncline. On the basis of our analysis of the
consequencesof mining there is little to choose between In Atei
and In Ebeggui and the extent and frequencyof faultingwill
prabablybe the criticalfactor in deciding the best location.
3.4.4 Water Quality
Chemicalanalyses published_bySONAREM indicate a very good
quality of water at In'Atei.andIn Ebeggui -(Tableflcc-9)-
However,thflulphate contentappears to be very variableand
readhesextremelyhigh concentrationsit Inazaoua in the ,east.
TABLE NO. 9
CHEMICALQUALITY OF GROUNDWATERFROM:TIN SERIRINE BASIN 
(milligramsper litre)


- IN ATEI
Borehole 16
IN ATEI
Borehole 17
IN EBEGGUI
Borehole 18
IN AZAOUA
Borehole 20


PH 7.0 7.1 7.5 6.7


Potassiumi


83.0 47.1 390.7


Sodium 5




Calcium 40.0 28.0 31.3 24.0


Magnesium 17.1 26.8 10.7 7.3


Carbonate- 6.0 5.8 -


Bicarbonate152.5 122.0 166.7 Il46.4


Chloride51.5 49.7 17.2 38.6


Sulphate118.1 162.1 50.2 749.0


Nitrate15.1 16.5 5.1 'CL9
3.4.5 Other Cambro-Ordovicianareas
We have not consideredother areas of sandstone such as
Tin Missaou as potentialsources of supply for Abankor in view
of their relativelysmall areal extent, lack of exploration,
and distance-fromthe mine.
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3.5 Groundwaterat Silet

In our overall assessmentof the potentialof the various groundwater
sources for supply to Abankor we considerSilet to offer the only possible
alternativeto Tin Siririne. Currentlya well into basalt gravels in the
wadi bed at the village provides the mine supply by tanker: The well is
one of several dozen which are reportedAo give remanent supplies
apparentlyunaffectedby periods of drought. The quality of the water
is excellent (TableNo. 10) but Chemicallyquite distinct due to relatively
large concentrationsof sodium and bicarbonate.
TABLE NO. 10
SAMPLE OF WATER,FROMSONAREM WELL'SILET
This sample is practicallyclear and bright in appearance and is
free from colour. The reaction is on the alkaline side of neutrality
and the hardness of the water is very moderate,'withan excess of
alkalinityover total hardness. The amount of mineral and saline
constituentsin solution is moderate and metals were not 'detected.
These results indicate,from the aspect of the Chemical and mineral
analysis,a wholesomewater suitable for potablepurposes.
(TableNo. 10 Continued)
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TABLE NO. 10 Continued

SAMPLE OF WATER FROM SONAREM WELL SILET
RESULTS IN MILLIGRAMMESPER LITRE
Appearance Bright with a few particles.
Less than
Turbidity (Formazin,A.P.H.A.units) 0.5
Colour (Hazen) NILNIL Odour.............
8.3 Absent
.13H...........................--- Free Carbon Dioxide .-.............-......
390ElectricalConductivity 	 520 Dissolved solids driec at 1800C...........
ReciprocalMegohms (Micro-Siemens)
per cm at 200 C.
26  ......Alkalinityas Ca CO 250Chlorine in Chloride ....
Hardness as Ca CO3: Total
3
150 Carbonate 	 150 Non-carbonate ........0
'Nitrogenin Nitrate TOtal Organic Carbon
lAbsentNitrogen in Nitrite 	 PermanganateValue 	
4 hrs. at 270C.
AmmoniacalNitrogen Less than 0.5	 ResidualChlorine 	
AibuminoidNitrogen 	
Absent Absent Absent Absent AbsentIron 	 Zinc 	 Copper 	 Lead 	 Manganese 	
Not detected 40.001 0.5 50Cadmium 	 Fluorine in Fluoride 	 Silica 	 
("Absent"refers to a detection limit of 0.03 of each metal unless otherwise
stated)
0
I.
4
MINERAL ANALYSIS
Cations
mg/1me/1
271.36
	
Mg	 201.64
783.38
	
Na 

Z.	 30.08 

Total 	 6.46 

(afterfilfraticinif neceSsarY)(milligrammes per litre and
millequivalentsper litre)
Anions
mg/1 me/1
*CO31505.00Calcium Carbonate681.36
33 0.69 Magnesium-Carbonate691.64504

2 0.73 Sodium Carbonate106.2.00Cl 6
NO32 	 0.04 Sodium Sulphate490.69
Sodium Chloride400.6 

Potassium Chloride30.04
Potassium Nitrate40.04
Silica50 	
6.463896.46
*(Usuallypresent as bicarbonate)
I.
4
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The drainagebasin to the village of Silet is only 34 km2 accordingto
the 1:20 000 topographicmaps and is thereforemost unlikely to be able to
provide sufficientrechargeto support the large village water requirements.
The tritium content of the groundwateris very low indicating that the
water originatedmainly as rechargeprior to 1952 (AppendixC) and it is
evident that an aquifer systemwith at least a 25 year storage feeds into
the gravels. Lavas and tuffs of the basalt massif between Silet and
Tamanrassetare the most likely source of the groundwaterfrom an extensive
catchmentarea.
We know nothing of the nature of the aquifersystem or of its distribution
and there is no way in which the totalresource can be calculated from
existinginformation. Our interestin the,sourceis partly due to the command
of an Obviouslylarge storagevolume but mainly because the undergroundflow
through the wadi at Silet may well exceed the village abstractions. Any
surplus resourcescould be developedand used at Abankor.
At the moment the SONAREMwell provides 18 m3/day to Abankok,oumping
for 30 minutes with a depressionin water level of 1 m. It is most unlikely
that increasingabstractionto 100 m3/day will significantlyaffect other
users in the short-termas the extent of the storage in the system probably
guaranteesthis. The long-termexploitableresource is the difference
between consumptiveuse in the village and the groundwaterflow throughthe
wadi. These should be determinedin the Stage 2 Anvestigations.:
3.6 Proposals for Stage 2 GroundwaterInvestigations

3.6.1 Tin SeririneBasin
_ _ The principalobjective7ofthe Tin_Seririneiniiestigations
. -
-would-be-to-establishthe locationand design of a production well
_ - -
field for the main supply to Abankor and Tingaouine.
Initiallyan assessmentshouldbe made of the structure of the
western margin of the aquifer from the completedgeophysics
(aeromagneticand surface)and the detailed geological logs of
the existingboreholes. We would also recommend that further
laboratorytesting of cores shouldbe undertaken to confirm the
resultsobtained from the In Atei samples.Existing cores could
be used; random samplestaken every 5 - 10 m from two fully
penetratingboreholeswould give a good indicationof the role of
the matrix of the aquifer.
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The drilling and test pumping of two trial productionboreholes
in fault zones should form the second step. The precise location of
these boreholes can probablybe determinedfrom the structuralanalysis.
If possible they should be sited in the vicinity of existingboreholes
. which can then be used for observationpurposes during pump testing.
The boreholes shouldbe at least 300 mm diameter probably to 300 m
depth and be fittedwith pumps capableof deliveringup to 30 1/sec.
Provision shouldbe made for short-termmultiple stage testing
of about 24 hours duration at each offbUiStaqeS'uptoTiiii:MaXiMum
_
capacityof the borehole orYtheppmp. These should be followedby
_
up tosfourr!WeekS=AbstrAdtionat :ahonstantrate to determine aquifer
properties.
We would also recommendthe use of fluid conductivityand
temperaturelogging equipmentduring the testipg to investigate
fissure flow characteriestics.
Provision should be made for the constructionof three
observationboreholes to support each of the trial production
bores if these have to be sited in faults at some distance•from
existingboreholes. During testingwater must be piped at least
500 m from the productionwells and if possible discharged out
of the basin or away from any outcrop areas.
3.6.2 Silet
At Silet, the investigationswould examine how large a supply
could be obtainedwithout interferingwith existing users. We do
not see this as a likely source for a 20 year supply to the mine•
although it must be consideredparticularlyif the Hichem and Daira
Nord sites indicateexploitablequantitiesof water. (see 3.6.3.)
A local survey of the wadi shouldbe undertaken to estimate
the consumptiveuse of the village and determine the thickness and
aquifer propertiesof the wadi gravels. A detailed geophysical
survey using shallow seismic methods should be carried out along
2 km of the channel to determinethe configurationof the gravels.
The aquifer propertiesof the gravels can be determinedby test
pumping the SONAREM well, two shallowboreholes to 30 m should be
constrpctedfor observationpurposes and h topographic'surveymade
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to establishthe hydraulicgradientthroughoutthe village.
3.6.3 Hichem and Daira Nord
Stage 2 should also include explorationof the groundwater
encounteredin the mineralboreholes at the Timg'acuine-Abankor
prospect. The Hichem and Daira Nord sites appear to be worth
re-drillingunless the steeply dipping (700)mineral bores
remain and can be yield tested.
3.6.4 General
Followingthe completionof the field work outlined above
we would wish to considerwhether furtherwork would be necessary.
This could involve the followinginter alia:
A mathematicalmodel of the western .strip
of the Tin Seririneaquifer.
Additionalwater sampleswith particular
referenceto sulphateconcentrations.
Additionalstable isotopicdeterminations
with particularreferenceto the identification
of flow pathwaysin the system.
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APPENDIXA
ITINERARY OF VISIT TO ALGERIA
Tuesday, 22nd March

Depart from London 1230
Arrive Algiers 1830
Collectedreports'andgaps from Constructors
' John Brown Limited.
Wednesday,23rd March.
Depart from Algiers 0300
Arrive Tamanrasset -0930
Discussionswith Charter ConsolidatedLimited.
Visit •o Tamanrassettor field-stores.
Thursday,24th March

0640-1600Tamanrassetto Tin Siririnevia Fort Motylinski
and Bachir camp (276km).
7Traversedown the Wadi Ighaghar showed recent
runoff (probablySeptember1976)for a distance
of about 100 km. Wadi contaihed few gravels or
rounded boulders. Generallyfine sand becoming
silty and then muddy. Flow appeared to have been
shallow - say It.
Journey into the Basin of Tin Siririne through
extensiveoutcropsof CaMbro-Ordoviciansandstones.
Little evidenceof any runoff in these areas.
Visited drilling site (Portadrill)to south of
Tin Siririne,campand took water sample.
Geologicallog:
0-6.8 m sand
6.8 - 67.3 mZilurian shales
67.3 - .291m Sandstone- heavily cemented
Granite gneiss
Air lift test 5.5 1/sec
_water encountered67.3 m
RWL 62.75 m.
Al
(iv) Discussionat Tin Siririne camp with geologists
of the Russian team exploringthe aquifer.
Friday, 25th March

0540-1730Tin Siririne camp to Bachir via In Ebeggui and
In Atei (378km)
Visit to borehole 50 km W of camp (210 40'N, 6° 47'E).
In Ebeggui borehole at 125 km
Examined cores- black shales with graptolites
underlainby white quarz grit with purple
-beddedstringersin top 2 m. ,(21°a'N, 60 161.E).
Borehole38.km North of In Atei at 151 km
(20° 51'N, 60 15'E). coarse grits with well
developedjoints.
Borehole 10 km north of In Atei at 180 km
(20° 37'N, 6° 13'E),'reputedto give 1000
1/min on air lift.
In Atei boreholes at 189 km. (20° 31'N,6° 141E).
The journeywestwards took a route acrossthe plains underlain
by sandstonesand shales(?).Route mainly stony Aesert between
extensive areas of high sand dunes. No vegetation,no bedu
or toureg wells, no sign of ancient settlement.
The journey southwardsalong the Wadi Tagrira was close to the
Devonian escarpment. Small, unimportantwadi again devoid
of vegetation. The westerlyCaMbro-Ordovicianscarp formed
a strong feature. Erosion of the.Silurianshales forming a
N-S erosion Channelwith few bedrock exposures.
The Wadi Ighargharcrosses the sandstone scarp and joins the
Wadi Tagrira Immediatelynorth of In Ebeggui. The wadi
floors the valley between the two sandstone scarps-and'not
to the west of the Cambrian-Ordovicianoutcrop as implied by
other maps. This is the site of an ancient village. A
traverse across the sandstoneoutcropto the underlyingbasement
showed evidence of differentialerosion of thick beds (up to
20 M) rather than of alternating10 cm bands as implied by the
discussionof previous evening. Jointing is well developed,
lower and upper horizonsmost eroded.
Despite some vegetationand a well at In Atei there was no evidence
of permanent settlementof the 'site.
The journey to Bachir was made to the west of the sandstoneoutcrop
via the In Ebeggui mining prospect 60 km north of In Atei (now
abandoned). In Ebeggui to Bachir (125 km) along minor wadis and
part of Wadi Igharghar. The western scarp of the Tin Seririne
basin rises up to 250 m above the wadi beds. Few crossingpoints
exist onto the plateau: In Atei, In Ebeggui and the Wadi
Inghargharbeing the three principal crossings.
A2
Saturday,26th March

0600-1115Bachir-Tamanrasset(162km).
Visited well supplyingBachir camp at 73 km.
Sunday, 27th March
0700-0950Visit to sourcesof supply at Tamanrasset.
(i) Well in basement near Wadi Tamanrassetat
Tihegouinewhere the wadi disappearsinto
a rocky defile for 20-30 km. No sign.of
14ravelwater at this:site. 'Matersample
collected.
Sample taken from Sonaremborehole in wadi
bed near base camp:.
Visited foggera and well'sat upstream end
of town.
Visited standby sources at Tehendi / km N.B. •
of town. Multiplewells through alluvium
into weatheredzone of basement. Permanent
supply from basement only.
(v) Visited and sampled Source Chapuis (Teh-a/Op-it):
1500-1700hours. Visit to Met. Office at Tamanrasset.
Unable to provide 1974-1977rainfall data without
written authorityfrom Oran where recordsare kept.
Monday, 28th March

0715-1320Tamanrassetto Timg'aoulne (224 km).
Visited Co-operativefarm at Amsel on a tributary
of the Wadi Tamanrasset. Flow from gravels 3-5
1/sec though faileddam downstream of several
hectares of irrigatedfarmland.
Visited Sonarem explorationborehole at 142 km - Amselka.
A recent dry borehole into the bed of the Wadi
Tamanrasseton a major fault-zone.
Visited Abankor BH 15 (sourceof supply to•mine April
1971 - May 1973),now disused. Sited in gravels of
Wadi Tamanrassetat terminationof the thick alluvial
deposits (18m) of the basin.
1500-1830Meeting with mine geologist at Timg'aouine and
visit to Abankor.
Tuesday, 29th March

0600-1500Timg'aouine- Silet - Tamanrasset.
(a) Traverse due north revealedactive wadi channels in
Wadi Tinef well to south of similar conditions in
Wadi Tamanrasset. Minor tributariesrising from
basalt area of Silet carry vegetation and fine
gravels.
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Immediatelybefore Silet severalwestward draining
wadis crossed in coarse gravel channels. Many scour
channelsand relativelyabundantvegetation.
At Silet 30-40 wells and 5 foggerasin active wadi
channel. Sonarem supply from 5' diameterwell
providing.14,0001 in 30 mins for drop in water
level of 1 m. Well sampled for quality. Foggera
examined, reputedlylargest in the area - floW
about 2 I/sec. Carbonatesedimtntationtaking
place. pH 6.8. Wells reputednever to go dry.
Return to Tamanrassetvia Abalessa to:northof basalt
massif. Meteorological-siterum bymcheol teacher
mot working. Wadis show Signs of recenttunoff
throughoutthe basalt area. Few soils in the massif,
: heavy dust storms blowing silt from the occasional.
wadi bed.
Wednesday, 30th March

-:DepaIrtfrom_Tamanrasset0700
Arrive Algiers 1500
lhursday, 31 March

0800-1200Visit to SonaremOffice in Algiers.
Friday, 1st April

Depart for London 0730
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
The followingreports and maps were made available and have been
studied for the preparationof this Report:
REPORTS 

_Etude-etmiseen valeur des,eauxsouterraines1BurgeapY.
Resultatsdes traveux hydrogeolOgiquesexecutesialuBoggar1970-73.
(SAMYLINE,KOVALENKO,YANKOVSKY,LEONTIEV,MAWIMOU).
Rapport sur les résultatsdes travaux de-recherche-etde
•atispectionhydrogeOlOgiquesexécutésdans la region de
Tamanrasseten 1973-75. 1-LEONTIEV,MAXIMOU, CHILOV)4
A. Rapport Geologique.-ethydrogeOlogiqueconcernantles txavaux
de Rechercheexecutespendant la campagne 1974-75 Zones_Assfe-
lb Azaoua. (VICTOR,ALEXANDRU,VASILE, SORIN, CONSTANTIN):
Rapport de programmation,groupe mixte, SONAREM,idrotecnico
Etude HYdrogeologiquedu Hoggar Octobre 1975.
Rapport de synthése, groupe Mixte;
MAPS
NF.31 V - VI - XI - XII - XVII - XVIII - XXIV
NF.32 I - II - XII - VIII - XIII - XIV - X/X
The followinginformationwas requestedbut had not been received at
the time of completingthis Report:
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I. Details of boreholes at Silet
Geologicallogs of boreholesat In Atei and In Ebeggui
Geologicalmaps of In Atei and In Ebeggui
Details of BoreholeNo; 1 at Abankor
Details of boreholes at Amselka
Details of drillingundertakenby SONAREM between In Atei
and In Ebeggui
7- Rainfall data for 1974-1977.
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APPENDIXC
ISOTOPE STUDIES
C.1 /NTRODUCTION
Direct observationsregardingthe originuof the groundwatersand the
time and place of.rechargeare-mot available. Bonarem-Idrotecnico
attemptedto gain some idea of.past events by examining the isotopic
compositionof various sources. -Theyused tritium,a radioisotope
oftydrogen present_in the atmosphere in large,quantitiesdue to thermo-
muclear testing to indicate recentrecharge to aquifers, and a natural
heavy Isotope,tmygen-18, to provide informationabout:the source of
recharge.
The interpretationof suchtesults is greatly:enhancedby information
concerninga second natural heavy-isotopeof water, deuterium. We
thereforesampled four importantsites during our field reconnaissance
and arrangedfor-deuteriumand oxygen-18determinationsto be made.
Sampleswere obtained from the followinglocations:
Sordhole 101A, explorationborehole into main aquifer at the
Tin Seririne base camp.
Abankor, Borehole 15; the originalsource of supply for the
mime from Pre-CaMbrianbasement.
Silet, SONAREM well now supplyingthe mine by tanker from
Basalt gravels.
Tamanrassetsupply boreholein wadi bed at Sonarem camp.
The tritium concentrationsin two of the samples have also been
determined;at B.H. 101A to provide informationfor the northern part
of the Tin Seririne synclinenot previouslysampled, and from B.H. 15
at Abankor previously sampled for tritiumby SONAREM but exhibiting
large variationsin chemicalquality.
Our analyseswere undertakenat the Carbon-14/TritiumMeasurement
Laboratoryof the Atomic Energy Research-Egtablishment,Harwell.
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C.2 USE OF STABLE ISOTOPESIN GROUNDWATERSTUDIES
In order to present and interpretthe results it is useful to
provide some explanationof the occurrenceand use of the isotopes
in hydrologicalstudies. These explanationsare not intended to be
completesummariesof the techniquesbut are a guide to the major.:
conclusionswhich may be drawn from the informationcollected.
18Deuterium (D) and oxygen-18 ( -,0)occur in small quantities
in all natural-waters. In groundwaterthe concentrationsare
determinedpredominentlyby the compositionof the rainfaIl,which
providesthe recharge to the aquifers. Many factors control the
isotopiccompositionof the rainfall. The water vapour producing
rainfallchanges its compositionand becomes more depleted in D and
180 with distance from oceanicsource, seasonalvariations due to
temperatureincrease these concentrationsin summer,..buthey also
decreasewith altitude. Since there are no isotopic data lor Hoggar
rainfallwe have used publishedinformationfor stations to the south
and southwest of 'thearea in the path of the air masses bringing in moist
air from the southernAtlantic Ocean.
'Thetwo stationsKano (Nigeria'and Batko 04ali)have records
predominentlyof summer rainfallduring the same months in which the
Hoggar experiencesits main storms. The isotopic compositionsof
the rainfallare illustratedin Figure No. j-,a.:conventionaldiagramtatic
presentationof the dataj-wherethe isotopic compositionsare expressed
in the usual per mil deviationof the isotope ratio from that of a
standard1.
1
The standardof referenceis SMOW (StandardMean Ocean Water) and the
data are expressedby:-
-RR6= 	 SMOW 103 o/oo
RSMOW
lp D/where R refers to the isotope ration of e/160 or of
Generallyrainfallwhich has not been subjectedto rapid
evaporativeconcentrationsshows a good linear relationshipof
the general form;
dD = 86180 +
The excess of deuterium,y in the equation,may vary but is
normally +10 in northern hemispherewhere rainfall exhibits a
compositionlying somewherealong the:curve-6D= 8S180-+ 10 (the
World Meteoric RainfallLine).
_
The Kano and BaciSkor n all .Show-twciunusua -aso opic
- _
dharateristics1
The SD - S180 relationshipsare complex approachinga
general line of slope 8 in some months but in others being
dharaterisedby slopes of about 6. Iglusin summer (Julyto September)
when the isotopiccondentrationsare lightest (00 -2 to -10o/oo and
61)-10 to -800/oo) the compositionfits the curve ID = 66180 + 10.
Early summer and autumn rainfallat the beginning and at the end of
the rainy season have higher concentrations.(180 = +19 to -20/oo and
6D = +90 to -10°/oo)which fit a line of about•6D = 6180.
The range of isotopic concentrationsare exceptionally
' large. The lowest concentrationsare in August rainfall (8180= •-10.70/11
and ID = -780/oo),the heaviest generallyin April rainfallwith:the:greatest
concentrationin a Septemberstorm at Batako ce.18= +18.90/00 and
gip= +91°/00).
Floggerrainfall can be expectedto have isotopic concentrationssimilar
to that of summer rainfallat Kano and Bamako. Although the greater elevation
of the land and the longer distanceto be traversedby the humid air masses
_
-Would-tend to lead td lighter7isotopiCcontents, e extremely-high±_
- _
temperatureswill probably causea compensatoryenriChment-and_weare
predicting that Hoggar rainfallwill closely resetblethat at Kano and
Bamako.
I.
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Groundwatercommonlyhas a stable isotope content correspondingto the
long-termaverage of the isotope contentof recharge and any short-term
variabilityis damped through mixing in the aquifers and.by dispersion during
recharge. However, if the groundwateris affected by evaporation from
shallow aquifersthen its isotopiccompositionwill fall below the source
line. An example of such an effect is shown in Figure No. 3. Point A
representsan original recharge compositionof PO = -5cp/ooand of
6D = -300/oo. Continuousevaporationcan Change its compositionwhich will
alter in the manner demonstratedby the curveA-2V..
C.3 THE USE OF TRITIUM IN GROUNDWATERSTUDIES
Prior to 1952, the natural level of tritium in the atmospheremas
of the:orderof 5-10 tritium units (TU)1. However, since 1952 large
quantitieshave been introducedinto the atmosphereby thermonuclear
testing,raisingthe concentrationto a,peak of many hundreds of wilts
in 1963. Its special value in groundwaterstudies is in indicating
recent rechargeto aquifers. As a radioactiveisotope it undergoes
natural decay at a rate describedby a half-life of 12.3 years which is
the time required for one half of the atoms to decay. Since 1952, or
two half-lives,any natural tritium trapped in groundwaterwill have
decayed to about 3 TU or less, hence any water containingsignificant
quantitiesof tritium includesmodern recharge.
In broad terms 0-3 TU shows groundwateroriginatingas recharge
before 1952. Concentrationsof 10 TU or more show post 1952 redharge,
while 3-10 TU suggestmixed waters of both ages.
Tritium in rainfall at Bamako providesbase data for prediction of
Hoggar rainfall levels. Concentrationsfor the period 1964-1971 are
pUblishedby the InternationalAtomic Energy:Agency. They show levels
of up to 1100 TU in 1964 fallingto &bout 400 TU in 1965, and to 300 TU
in 1966. Between 1967 and 1971 the tritium-content'ofrainfall at Bamako
graduallyfell from &bout 150 TU to 100 TU. 'There are no published data
since 1971 but levels have probablyremainedat &bout 100 TU although
very recently they may have declinedto 50-TU.
Tritium concentrationsare expressedin abSolute units where 1TU
correspondsto one atom of tritium-in1619 atoms of hydrogen.
C4
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Groundwateroriginatingas rainfallon the Hoggar in 1964 will
now have a tritium content of dbout 400 TU, 1965 rechargewill contain
200 TU and 1966 rechargeabout 150 TU. Values of about/5 TU will be
from rechargeassociatedwith 1965-1971rainfall although recharge
since 1972 may contain up to about,100TU.
C.4 INTERPRETATIONOF RESULTS
The isotope concentrationsare given in Table:11which shows close
agreementbetween 'theSonaremIdrotecnico results and our own.
TABLE NO. 11

ISOTOPICCOMPOSITIONOF GROUNDWATER
•
LOCATIONAND SOURCE
TIN SERIRINESYNCLINE
Recent ezplorationborehole 101a(2)
l8e o -
	
a 0 /oo HD°/oo TRITIUM
TU
9.5 - 70
IN AZAOUA
borehole (1) - 10.1 2.5
well (1) - 9.7 2.8
IN ATEI
borehole (1) - 9.6 2.5
well - 10.6 2,5
IN EBEGGUI
borehole (1) 2.7
FAULT ZONES IN BASEMENT

Tinef borehole (1) - 9.3 - 3.3
Amselkaborehole (1) - 10.0 - 2.4
Abankor borehole (1) - 4.7 - 3.1
(2) - 4.5 - 44 ?
WADI ALLUVIUM
Wadi Tin Amzi borehole (1) - 3.8 120.8
Wadi Tamanrassetborehole (2) - 4.9 - 27
Wadi Silet well (1) - 5.1 - 5.9
(2) - 4.9 - 30
Note (1) Sonarem-Idrotecnicoanalyses
(2) Samples collectedduring reconnaissanceMarch 1977
? Result not yet available
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C.4.1 Tritium
The tritium content of groundwaterfrom the Cambro-Ordovician
sandstoneat Tin Seririne and from'faultzones in the Pre-Cambrian
• basement indicate a redhargeorigin:prior to 1952. Essentially
the results show extremely small tritium concentrationsbut the
levels are so low that these must be attributedto sample contamination.
The sample from a well into gravels at Silet has a slightly higher
concentration,sufficient probablyto discount contamination,but
enough to indicate• mixed origin mainly of pre-1952 watervith a
small amount of more recent recharge: This is flost interesting
and importantresult. The village of Silet has three foggara-and
perhaps 30 wells in a wadi bed,draininga topographiccatchmentof
only 34 km2. This tiny drainagebasin does not appear capable of
containingan aquiferwith 25 year storage in the basalt gravels that
occur upstreamof the village. The primary source must thereforebe
a main basalt aquiferwith a contributingarea considerably:larger
than that of the surface catchment. In our opinion this is an
indicationof an aquiferpotentialsecond only in the area to the
Cambro-Ordaviciansandstone of the Tin Seririnebasin.
The precise identityof the-TinAsmi alluvialborehole is not
certain. However.,we interpretv,thetritium content of 121 TU •as
being pither_a mixture of a little 1964-1966water with a large
volume of more recent water, or entirelymodern water from a post
1971 storm. Up-to-date tritium analyses for rainfall are needed for
a more precise interpretation. Generallywe expect similar or
slightly lower concentrationsof Tritium in all flood rechargedwadi
gravels in the Hoggar to an elevationof about 1500 m, i.e. downstream
as far as say Tamanrasset.
C.4.2 Oxygen-18 and Deuterium
For interpretationof the stable isotope data we rely on the
plot of the concentrationson a180 - 8D diagram. Figure No. 3
shows the four samples collectedduring our field reconnaissance
relative to the rainfall data discussedpreviously.
c6
The Silet and Tamanrassetsampleshave similar compositionsto
the rainfall and can be interpretedas originatingwith little
evaporativeconcentration. In the case of the Silet sample, with
a largelypre-1952 age, a deep basalt origin is indicated. Recharge
was from rainfallwhere climaticconditionswere similar to those which
exist today. From this we infer a recharge age up to a few hundred_.
I.
	
years ago. The Tamanrassetsample should be modern, a tritium
determinationwould confirm this, and we anticipate that all recently
rechargedgroundwaterwill have similar oxygen-18 and deuterium
concentrations.
The Abankor analysisshows a sample enriched inS180 relative
to D and it plots just outside the main rainfall field in the S180--
SD diagram. The origin is a little uncertainbut it could have evolved
by evaporativeconcentrationfrom rainfallhaving a compositionof
180 = -8 /oo and SD = -52o/oo i.e. from Kano-Bamako type rainfall
of the lightestisotopicconcentration. 'Bycomparison the oxygen-18
(andtritium) levels in the Tinef and Amselka samples (also from
faultedbasement) appear to be similar to the Tin Seririne groundwater.
We thereforehesitate to postulatefurther regardingthe origin of
the water at Abankor.
The age and origin of the groundwatertom the sandstones of the
Tin Seririne synclineis most importantin terms of the future
exploitationof the aquifer. The Stable isotopic composition from
borehole 101A is lighter than that of all but two of the rainfall
samples, and furthermorethe oxygen-18analyses of SONAREM indicate
similar or light concentrationsin groundwater.atIn Azaoua, In Atei
and In Ebeggui. This suggestsrecharge from a_rainfallof different
'compositionto that of the Kano-Bamakotype. Sonarem-Idrotecnico
propose reChargeoriginatinghigh in the Hoggar to account for the
low oxygen-18 concentrationof -100/oo in the sandstone. We sampled
the borehole in the wadi:bed at Tamanrassetto aaotaina measure of the
isotopiccompositionof runoff, and hence rainfall, for the Hoggar
and our contentionthat it currentlyresembles that at Kano-Bamako is
based upon that result. Unless there is a marked altitude effect in
the Hoggar reducingthe isotopiccontent of rainfall to about
180 = -12o/oo and SD = -800/oo,then it is unlikely that the sandstone
groundwaterhas originatedas rechargeduring the past few hundred years.
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• In Figure No. 3 we also show the compositionof groundwaters
from the Kufra area•inLibya?. These groundwatershave been shown
by carbon age dating to be 5,000 - 10,000 years old and are believed
to have originatedfrom rainfallin a cool, temperate climate similar
to present day conditionsin northernEurope. Although not identical
in composition,the Tin Seririnesamplebears a close similarity to
these•"fossil"groundwaters. Age dating of the sandstonegroundwater
is necessaryto resolve its origin. However,we would suggest from
the isotopicdatathat it couldlbea fossil supply or perhaps;a
mixture of very ancient.groundwaterwith some more recent'butmot
necessarilymodern water.
1
Unpublisheddata providedby Dr. M. Edmunds, Institute of Geological
Sciences,HydrogeologicalDepartment,London.
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